The UNOFFICIAL RC Furniture Seat Comparison Chart
Summer 2014
RC Furniture Sofa/Sectional Cheat Sheet : An easy to use guide to show compare how our best selling frames sit in comparison to one another.
Base Retail - Starting $6900-$7500 MRP
Starting $8400-$9000 MRP

SMALL

STANDARD

PERFECT

DEEP

DEEPER

SUMPTIOUS DEEP

DYLAN - Cont. Eng. Arm
FINN

NATHAN
STEPHANIE *
(roll back design, similar
to Jules)

USHER - Slope arm,
same chassis as Anja
and Sydney.

ANJA -( Transitional
w/pleated arm)

SYDNEY - stunning,
track arm, 39" deep
overall with superb

with Nailhead)

with alternating nailhead. Uses same core on BP as
other frames, but sewn
shorter so BP pillow pitches
you forward about 1" more
than Hunter. Same frame,
but some customers think
they are different.

QUINTIN (T -Cush,

HUNTER - Sock arm, 3/3,

ATTICUS - (Scoop Arm

track arm w/ dual nail
heads, as opt.)

welted seats & Backs, Rich
deep seat.

VINCE- same as Hunter,
but trans. With track arm.

comfort.

(improved Finn)

DAKOTA- Trans., easy
to get in and out, but
really comfy.

DAWSON - Similar to
Marlo, fitted, welted BP,
arm width smaller by 2" and
uses Hunter seat core.

MARLO - Classic Channel

Design with impeccable details
(*Quick Ship avail.)

LILY - Same Chassis and Cushoins
as Marlo, but different arm.

TAYLOR - Same footprint and
components as Marlo, just cosmetic
details differ.
(with or w/o nails)
CHANEL - Sophisticated version
of Marlo - narrower, welted,
fitted BP

MILES

RAY

Beverly - Classic
Traditional, Eng. Arm,
Skirt optional

(smaller version of Marlobut has same BP styling.
Marlo seat is 1" thicker .
Miles is scaled better for
people where Marlo is too
deep

MARLEY - Modernized,
upscale version of Marlo.

(** Quick Ship Avail)
Sits like higher back
Sydney - metro chic.

REESE(wood base)
OSCAR (wood base)

BRUNO - Slope arm

LORDE - Chic,
Updated Version of
Beverly. Sits 1" lower
than Dakota
BRIT - modernized, &

PIERRE

(improved Orlando) Similar
to Conner, but has less Back
Pillows - chic arm detail

ORLANDO

(roll back design - offers visual
detail and lots of comfort
(*Quick Ship avail.)

JULES-B (has hand carved Marlo
leg

updated Eng. Arm.

ENZO

JULES

DANTE

(smaller version of
Bellagio)

BELLAGIO

CONNER

BRODY

